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Adoption of draft reports

EU-USA Agreement on cooperation in the 
regulation of civil aviation safety 
Rapporteur: Mr Paolo Costa (ALDE, IT)
Consultation procedure

Under the simplified procedure the TRAN committee 
approved the Agreement with the United States of 
America on cooperation in the regulation of civil 
aviation safety. The agreement guarantees 
reciprocal acceptance of certification findings in the 
field of civil aviation safety and environmental 
compatibility. As it relies on the certification system 
of either party, it will facilitate trade in goods and 
services, will limit a s  much a s  possible the 
duplication of assessments, tests and controls. The 
Agreement stipulates that each party shall accept 
findings of compliance of the other party. The 
Council has already signed the Agreement and may 
proceed to its provisional application, conclusion and 
ratification.

The report was adopted by 26:0:0.

Timetable foreseen:
 Adoption in plenary: January 2009.

EU-India Agreement
Rapporteur: Mr Gabriele Albertini (EPP-
ED, IT)
Consultation procedure

The TRAN committee gave a favourable opinion on 
the conclusion of the Horizontal Agreement on air 

services between the Community and India. The 
Agreement replaces certain provisions in the existing 
bilateral air services agreements between Member 
States and India. In particular, it  replaces the 
traditional national designation clauses with a 
Community designation clause, permitting all 
Community carriers to benefit from the right of 
establishment. Furthermore, it  brings provisions in 
bilateral agreements which are anticompetitive (e.g. 
obligatory commercial agreements between airlines) 
in line with EU competition law. When negotiating 
the Agreement, it w a s  emphasised that the 
Agreement shall not affect the volume or balance of 
traffic rights. It is the wish of the rapporteur that, in 
view of business opportunities for European 
companies in India, a more comprehensive 
agreement with India would be concluded in the 
future. 

The report was adopted by 26:0:0.

Timetable foreseen:
 Adoption in plenary: December 2008.

Agenda for sustainable future in general 
and business aviation
Rapporteur: Mr Luis Queiró (EPP-ED, PT)
Own-initiative report

General and Business Aviation (GBA) comprises a 
variety of mainly non-commercial civil aircraft 
operations ranging from recreational flying to 
business aviation and specialised aerial works. This 
sector has not been specifically addressed at 
Community level until recently, when the 
Commission published a Communication on the 
issue. The report adopted by TRAN (including 21 
amendments) welcomes the Communication and 
underlines the growing importance of GBA.

It stresses that the specificities of GBA have to be 
taken into account in the design and implementation 
of the EU's aviation policy. In this respect, the report 
calls for a strict monitoring of the application of the 
proportionality principle and requests that 
segmented impact assessments be carried out in 
order to provide for a differentiation of regulations 
affecting different categories of undertakings and 
airspace users, if appropriate. At the same time, an 
adopted compromise amendment underlines that 
this approach must not in any way compromise 
safety. Thus, all aircraft using controlled airspace 
should have equipment providing for an adequate 
level of safety, such as positioning devises.

Secondly, the report refers to problems concerning 
access to airspace and aerodromes as a key issue 
for GBA. As far a s  aerodromes are concerned, 
measures should be taken to optimise the use of 
existing infrastructure. The further development of 
local and regional airports is also considered to be of 
vital importance for GBA. However, where possible, 
business aviation should be given adequate access 
to major airports. The committee also adopted an 
amendment highlighting the important role of the 
Community Observatory for Airport Capacity in 
developing capacity-enhancing measures. In relation 
to airspace, the report stresses the significance of 
the forthcoming revision of the Single Sky legislation 
and the SESAR program. 
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Other areas touched upon by the report include the 
need for a systematic gathering of information and 
data on GBA, initiatives to improve the 
environmental performance of smaller aircraft and 
measures to facilitate access of the EU's GBA 
industry to world markets. Finally, an amendment 
was adopted requesting the Commission to report 
back to Parliament in 2009 on progress achieved in 
relation to the issues identified in the report.

The report was adopted by 28:4:1.

Timetable foreseen:
 Adoption in plenary: February 2009.

Performance and sustainability of the 
European aviation system (Single Sky)
Rapporteur: Mr Marian-Jean Marinescu 
(EPP-ED, RO)
Codecision procedure, first reading

The committee adopted 65 amendments, including 8 
compromise amendments, to the omnibus 
regulation, which amends the current Single Sky 
regulations. Most importantly, the committee voted 
to bring forward the implementation date for 
functional airspace blocks to 2011. In addition, the 
report provides for a coordinator for functional 
airspace blocks. It also ensures that national plans 
for improving performance in airspace management 
dovetail with EU wide performance targets. Finally, a 
set of amendments allow for pre-payment for 
infrastructure investment if other investment 
sources are made available besides user fees and 
under strict conditions.

Informal discussions with the Council have already 
taken place. The committee's concern is to ensure 
that the legislation leads to real progress in the 
creation of a Single Sky with its consequent 
environmental and economic benefits.

The report was adopted by 29:1:2.

Timetable foreseen:
 Adoption in plenary: February 2009.

Aerodromes, air traffic management and 
air navigation services (EASA)
Rapporteur: Mr Marian-Jean Marinescu 
(EPP-ED, RO)
Codecision procedure, first reading

The TRAN committee adopted a report which broadly
endorses a Commission proposal to amend 
Regulation (EC) No. 216/2008 in order to extend the 
competences of the European Aviation Safety 
Agency (EASA) to cover aerodromes as well as Air 
Traffic Management (ATM) and Air Navigation 
Systems (ANS). The proposal lays down essential 
requirements for aerodromes, ATM and ANS and 
gives EASA the task to specify them further by 
drafting implementing rules that are to be adopted 
through comitology. Moreover EASA would oversee
the certification of aerodromes, ATM and ANS by 
national authorities.

Members adopted only 26 amendments to the 
Commission proposal. One limits the Regulation's 

scope with regard to aerodromes. It will only cover 
airports serving commercial flights, while the 
Commission had proposed to include all airports that 
can serve aircraft above a take-off weight of 
2730kg. Amendments providing for the single 
(instead of separate) certification of airport 
operators and infrastructure were rejected, while the 
committee voted in favour of a provision ensuring 
that existing airport permits are not affected by the 
certification requirement under the EASA Regulation.

As far a s  ATM and ANS are concerned, the 
committee voted for a limitation of EASA's 
responsibility for certification to providers located 
outside the EU. However, amendments aiming to 
exclude ATM/ANS entirely from the Regulation's 
scope were rejected. The report furthermore 
introduces provisions that make the EASA system 
more flexible. On the one hand, it provides for the 
possibility of national aviation authorities to delegate 
certain tasks to accredited bodies. Once accredited 
by EASA, these bodies would, however, not be 
empowered to issue certificates in all domains 
covered by the existing Regulation, as foreseen in 
the draft report, but only in relation to aerodromes 
and ATM/ANS. In addition, a provision was adopted 
that gives EASA the possibility to grant temporary 
exemptions from the rules in the case of special 
operational need. 

Furthermore, the report calls for the establishment 
of a Stakeholders' Advisory Group on Aviation 
Security, composed of European representative 
organisations engaged in, or directly affected by, 
aviation security. The role of this group would be to 
advise the Commission on safety matters in relation 
to aerodromes, ATM/ANS and air traffic controllers. 
With regard to the Agency's financial requirements, 
the committee rejected amendments introducing a 
more flexible regime for fees (by allowing the
charging of all those who benefit from the Agency's 
activities) and requested a Commission proposal for 
a revised financing concept. Instead, a recital was 
adopted which stresses that the Agency must have 
sufficient resources in order to accomplish the tasks 
foreseen under the extension of its competences.

The report was adopted by 20:7:4.

Timetable foreseen:
 Vote in plenary: February 2009.

Hearing on Eurovignette III

Eurovignette III
Rapporteur: Mr Saïd El Khadraoui (PSE, 
BE)
Codecision procedure, first reading

The hearing took place while the 530 amendments 
that have been submitted by Members are being 
translated. Members welcomed the hearing as a 
good opportunity to deepen the committee's
understanding of road charging.  This could pave the 
way for a common TRAN approach to the 
Eurovignette revision.

Six speakers were invited to illustrate the issue from 
their differing perspectives: 
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1) Mr Peter Bieri, President of the committee on 
Transport and Telecommunications, Council of 
States of Switzerland, who is the Swiss counterpart 
of Paolo Costa presented the overall positive 
economic and environmental impact of the Swiss 
charging system. 

His conclusion is that, after 8 years of experience 
with the charging scheme, the new policy led to a 
win-win situation. It has contributed to the desired 
modal shift policy and the trend towards more road 
transport was halted.  The road transport is now
more efficient and more ecological. More goods 
(+60%) are transported with cleaner vehicles and 
fewer journeys (-10%). In the meantime, the 
revenues generated by this charge (around 1 billion 
Euro) are being invested in new rail projects (as the 
NEAT or the new 57 km long Gotthard tunnel) and in 
road maintenance.

2) Ms Daniela Kovalcikova, Deputy Transport 
Minister of the Czech Republic presented the Czech 
tolling system, their midterm plans, their
expectations with regard to the proposal, and their
plans as incoming Presidency.

The introduction of a distance based toll system 
(and the replacement of their time based vignette 
system) was approved in May 2004.  The new
electronic toll system was launched on 1 January 
2007. To date, approximately 1,000 km of 
motorways and high-speed roads, and 170 km of A 
roads, are subject to charging.  A government 
regulation stipulates a differentiation of toll rates on 
the basis of the type of road, vehicle emission class, 
and the number of wheel sets per vehicle or set of 
vehicles.  The weighted toll average has been set at 
CZK 4.05 (approx. € 0.16) per kilometre on 
motorways and high-speed roads, and CZK 1.90 (€ 
0.07) on A roads. The results achieved by the Czech 
toll system to date have been very encouraging.  In 
2008 255,000 On-Board Units (OBUs) were handed 
out, of which full two-thirds are used by foreign 
users.  During the same period, CZK 5.6 billion was 
collected (approximately EUR 220 million).  224 
million toll transactions were required to collect this 
sum.  A 15% increase in toll income is estimated for 
2009. All the funds collected through this system are 
earmarked for the State Transport Infrastructure 
Fund and are designated solely for road network 
renovation, repair, and construction, including its 
development, related also to traffic regulation, 
information, telematics and safety.  

At present, a draft amendment is being considered 
by the Czech Parliament which would make it 
possible to expand the electronic toll system to 
vehicles with a weight over 3.5 tons by 2010. The 
possibility of subjecting roads beyond the motorway 
and high speed road network to fees is also being 
considered.  A hybrid system is being developed, 
which would use both microwave and satellite 
technologies. 

The Czech Republic sees the discussion of this 
proposal as one of its main transport priorities.

3) Ms Petrouschka Werther, Project Manager Road 
Pricing, Dutch Ministry for Transport presented the 
Netherlands' shift from time-based to distance based 
charging system.

Holland faces structural congestion problems in the 
economic centre of the country. The new system's 
primary goals are fairness and a reduction in
congestion. The main elements of the system are:
- Charge for every vehicle and every kilometre 
driven in The Netherlands
- Basic rate per kilometre, differentiated 
according to the environmental characteristics of the 
vehicle (fuel, weight, euro class, CO2)
- Congestion charge at times and places where 
there is higher congestion
- Conversion of current (fixed & annual) taxes 
for purchase and ownership into per km-charge; no 
increase of overall cost of road use
- Revenue directed to an Infrastructure Fund
- Operating costs should be less than 5% of 
revenue
- Charging Heavy Goods Vehicles from 2011 
(200.000) onwards
- Charging Passenger cars from 2012/2016 (8 
million) onwards
- Technology based on satellite-navigation 
- Development of open market for multiple 
service providers (longer term).

4) Mr Jean-Claude Delen, President of CLECAT 
(European Association for Forwarding, Transport, 
Logistic and Customs Services), was generally 
against the proposal and presented the concerns of 
the sector.

CLECAT is worried that road charging would curb 
innovation and diminish efficiency. Mr Delen argued 
that a strategy should not favour other modes, as 
modes are interconnected in a multi-modal system 
and road is not separate. Aspiring to a modal shift 
by charging for road use is a mistaken approach. 
Modal shift is already occurring, and it happens 
where the quality of alternatives is good and the 
road leg sufficiently cheap. He therefore asked the 
Parliament to request both the withdrawal of the 
proposed Eurovignette Directive and its replacement 
with a more comprehensive Commission proposal. 
Timely infrastructure planning, building and 
maintenance is the best  way to address many 
externalities, especially congestion. 

5) Mr Klaus Ebeling, Secretary General of EIA 
(European Intermodal Association) put forward 
alternative arguments and detailed his 
organisations's expectations and positive stance on 
the proposal.

EIA advocates the “right” transport price, right in 
the sense of non-distorted conditions of competition 
between transport modes, but also right with regard 
to respecting scarce energy resources and the 
environment. In a correct market economy any 
market stakeholder has to pay for what he uses. The 
Stern Report (on climate change) deplores the 
failure of market economies in this context by 
allowing the environment and its resources to be
exploited free of charge.

6) Mr Markus Maibach of INFRAS is the co-author of 
the impact study: Handbook on the estimation of 
external costs in the transport sector. He pointed 
out that the Impact Handbook is fundamentally a 
review of existing studies on the valuation of 
external costs for all transport modes. The handbook 
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provides exemples of best practice methodology for 
calculating external costs as  a basis for optimal 
pricing in the transport sector. On a general level,
one can argue that the Commission proposal is in 
line with the theory and the research results detailed
in the Handbook. The use of the values contained in 
the Handbook in the Annex in the proposed Directive 
is pragmatic as it takes into consideration the 
importance of public acceptability. The Commission’s 
approach covers about two thirds of the total unit 
external costs detected in peak hours and a bit less 
than 50% of the total unit costs detected in off peak 
hours.

The following debate was centred on the following 
issues:

- Should the revenues from the charging of 
infrastructure and external costs be strictly 
earmarked or is this an undue interference in 
Member States' budgetary competence?

- General acceptance that congestion is a current 
and future problem for the transport system. 
Investment in infrastructure, intelligent transport 
systems and efficient road charging for congestion 
are effective solutions. The possible inclusion of 
private cars in road charging systems was also 
discussed. 

In his concluding remarks, the rapporteur Mr El 
Khadraoui pointed out that 80 % of the amendments 
tabled to his report were on the question of which 
externalities to include in the proposal. He estimated 
that there were compromises that could be made to 
deal with this question. 

Exchange of views 

TEN-T Coordinators

Following the first round of a fruitful exchange of 
views with five European TEN-T Coordinators (MM 
Vinck, van Miert, Davignon, Telicka and Valente de 
Oliveira) on 5 November, the remaining three 
presented the findings of their annual activity report 
on the priority projects they are responsible for on 2 
December.

Mr Péter Balázs reported on project 17 rail link 
Paris-Strasbourg-Stuttgart-Vienna-Bratislava. His 
final recommendations were to: continue the 
bilateral and multilateral coordination which had 
progressed the project, continue the implementation 
of the project so that it is realised by 2015, and 
provide significant Community subsidies for the 
cross-border sections and the bottlenecks identified 
by the coordinator. This year's report is a 
continuation of this positive feedback.  Péter Balázs 
concluded by stating that this project is advancing 
well. The coordinator highlighted areas of remaining 
concern and also for reflection:
Ensure a continuity of the preparations and work for 
the second phase of the east European TGV, clarify 
the approach for the Munich-Salzburg section and
inter-modality: to take into account a number of 
airports and inland waterways which lie along this 
rail line.

Mr Laurens Jan Brinkhorst reported on the TEN-T 
number 6 axis Lyon-Turin-Trieste-Koper-Budapest-
Ukrainian border. This project is seen by many as 
the leading TEN-T project, because of its rail freight 
emphasis linking four Member States on a West-East 
axis. It also presents particular engineering and 
environmental challenges, especially in its alpine 
sections. A key stretch is Lyon-Turin. The joint 
Franco-Italian submission of July 2007 was accepted 
by the Commission which has set aside Euros 671.8 
million for studies and works on the base tunnel 
once the final alignment of the Italian section has 
been agreed. A firm commitment to appropriate 
national funding of access roads on the French side 
is still awaited. However, on the French side, the 
access tunnel at Modane w a s  completed in 
November 2007, ten months ahead of schedule. 
With regard to the existing rail line, a High Level 
Working Group has been set up in December 2007 
at the initiative of the coordinator to consider with 
infrastructure managers how the line's capacity 
might best be fully and quickly used. 

Coordinator Karla Peijs reported on project 18 for 
Inland Waterways Rhine/Meuse-Main-Danube.  This 
project encompasses around 3000 km of inland 
waterways. It touches on a number of Member 
States as well as several neighbouring countries.  
The coordinator has focussed on the major problems 
encountered and met with a large number of 
representatives of national authorities and 
government.  In addition she arranged meetings 
with representatives of concerned stakeholders. The 
coordinator concluded by recalling the opportunities 
that inland waterways present. She listed the 
priority activities as follows: support for the 
implementation of the joint statement on guiding 
principles for the development of inland navigation 
and environmental protection in the Danube river 
basin and its transposition to other European basins.
The implementation of NAIADES is a priority as are 
the development of a modernised fleet and services, 
hinterland connections, solving bottlenecks and the 
creation of inter-modal platforms.
Members were critical with regard to the prospect
for inland waterway traffic on the Danube, but Ms 
Peijs argued for designing special boats that can 
adapt to the varying water levels on that river.

Green Paper on the future of TEN-T policy
Rapporteur: Ms Eva Lichtenberger 
(Greens/EFA, AT)

The TRAN committee will draft an own-initiative 
report on the TEN-T Green Paper, which was 
originally due to be adopted by the Commission in 
October but which has  been postponed to early 
2009.  DG TREN Director Jonathan Scheele was 
therefore asked to present the general lines of the 
expected Green Paper, which will be based on the 
input received during the TEN-T days (15 and 16 
October 2008). The Green Paper will full review the 
trans-European transport network policy. The 
Commission thinks that it is the right time for the
TEN-T policy, building on fifteen years of experience, 
to reflect profoundly its goals and means. The 
review process shall address the major challenges 
the European Union will face in the coming decades 
– climate change, competitiveness, social and 
economic cohesion. 
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Options for its further development in the next 10 to 
20 years should take account of the need for a real 
corridor approach as well as new technologies, both 
in transport and transport-related energy sectors. It 
shall anticipate future needs and make the best 
possible use of transport infrastructure. It shall also 
review the instruments, put more emphasis on EU 
coordination and seek more binding responsibilities 
of Member States in implementing the priority 
projects they have agreed on. 

On the basis of the Green Paper, the ensuing public 
debate and further technical analysis, the 
Commission will evaluate the need for concrete 
measures for further developing TEN-T policy,  a
revision of Community Guidelines for TEN-T in 2010, 
the next financial perspective and better 
coordination with structural funds. The rapporteur 
agreed with the Commission that she should already 
start drafting her report on the basis of information 
obtained during the TEN-T days and her informal 
contacts in order to allow Parliament to express its 
position before the end of the legislative term. A 
profound revision of TEN-T policy is needed and the 
problem of financing would be a key element of her
report. Her colleagues expressed their wish for a 
concentrated revision of TEN-T policy. Generally, 
there is an agreement that there is not  a lack of 
sound projects.  There is instead a serious lack of 
the financial means to realise them.

Timetable foreseen:
 Draft report: January 2009
 Adoption in TRAN: March 2009
 Adoption in plenary: April 2009.

Presentation of the Study on the 
Safety of Tunnels

Study on Safety Tunnels by STOA 

A STOA (Scientific Technology Options Assessment)
study on the 'Assessment of the Safety of Tunnels' 
was presented by its author, Dr. Alan Beard, of 
Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh. The aim of the 
project was to examine approaches to tunnel safety 
risk assessment and to make recommendations for 
moving towards a common system of risk 
assessment for the European Union. Mr Beard 
pointed out that most fatalities in road tunnels result 
from accidents that do not involve fire.  
Nevertheless fire related incidents are more likely to 
result in multiple fatalities. Heavy goods vehicles 
(HGVs) present a major problem in the event of 
accident.  To date, the risk in rail tunnels has been 
lower than in road tunnels, although the rail tunnel 
stock in Europe is old and possible new risks 
resulting from high speed rail lines need to be 
comprehensively addressed. He presented several 
cases of accidents in the past years (for example 
incidents in the Kaprun and Channel tunnels) to 
underline the importance of safety management and 
risk assessment. He concluded that a 
comprehensive, coherent and dynamic safety 
management system is essential to tunnel safety. A 
design for the safety management system needs to 
be considered a s  a part of a methodology for 
conducting risk assessment. 

TRAN committee meeting 20-22 
January 2009, Brussels

Tuesday 20 January, afternoon
 French Presidency: exchange of views
 El Khadraoui/ Eurovignette
 Jarzembowski/ Greening Transport

Wednesday 21 January, morning
 El Khadraoui/ Eurovignette (vote)
 Jarzembowski/ Greening Transport (vote)
 De Grandes/ Ship-source pollution
 Lichtenberger/ Green Paper TEN-T

Wednesday 21 January, afternoon
 Czech Presidency: exchange of views
 Blokland/ Working time mobile road 

transport
 Romagnoli/ Common aviation area with 

Israel
 Romagnoli/ 2007 discharge general budget
 Cramer/ 2007 discharge agencies

Thursday 22 January, morning
 Fernandes/ Obligations of Flag States
 Savary/ Civil liability and financial 

guarantees of shipowners
 Jensen/ Intelligent transport systems

TRAN committee meetings 2009, 
Brussels
morning = 9.00-12.30
afternoon = 15.00-18.30

Tuesday, 10 February, 15h00-18h30
Wednesday, 11 February, 9h00-12h30
Wednesday, 11 February, 15h00-18h30

Monday, 16 February, 15h00-18h30
Tuesday, 17 February, 9h00-12h30
Tuesday, 17 February, 15h00-18h30

Monday, 16 March, 15h00-18h30

Monday, 30 March, 15h00-18h30
Tuesday, 31 March, 9h00-12h30
Tuesday, 31 March, 15h00-18h30

Thursday, 2 April, 15h00-18h30

Constituent meetings in week 30 TBC

Tuesday, 1 September, 15h00-18h30
Wednesday, 2 September, 9h00-12h30 
Wednesday, 2 September, 15h00-18h30

Monday, 5 October, 15h00-18h30
Tuesday, 6 October, 9h00-12h30
Tuesday, 6 October, 15h00-18h30

Monday, 9 November, 15h00-18h30
Tuesday, 10 November, 9h00-12h30
Tuesday, 10 November, 15h00-18h30

Tuesday, 1 December, 15h00-18h30
Wednesday, 2 December, 9h00-12h30
Wednesday, 2 December, 15h00-18h30
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